Attribute representations became relevant in image recognition and word spotting, providing support under the presence of unbalance and disjoint datasets. However, for human activity recognition using sequential data from on-body sensors, human-labeled attributes are lacking. This paper introduces a search for attributes that represent favorably signal segments for recognizing human activities. It presents three deep architectures, including temporal-convolutions and an IMU centered design, for predicting attributes. An empiric evaluation of random and learned attribute representations, and as well as the networks is carried out on two datasets, outperforming the state-of-the art.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human activity recognition (HAR) is a classification task for recognizing human movements. It is the core of smart assistive technologies, e.g., in smart-homes, in rehabilitation and health support, and in the industry [1] . HAR uses as inputs signals from videos or a set of on-body sensors. This paper covers HAR tasks using multichannel time series signals acquired from a set of on-body sensors. The recognition of human activities is a complicated task due to the large intraand inter-class variability of human actions. Humans carry out the same tasks in different ways; even, a single person realizes a task differently. Furthermore, HAR is difficult due to the unbalance problem, where there are more samples of certain actions than others. Based on the assumption that body movements present certain patterns, HAR's idea is to classify them with different techniques.
Multichannel time-series based HAR uses a combination of signals recorded from different types of sensors, e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, and heart rate monitors [2] , [3] , [4] . Usually, segmentation by means of a sliding window, extraction of engineered-features followed by a classification constitute the standard pipeline for recognizing human actions [5] . Nevertheless, relevant features are hard to compute, not accurate, and not scalable. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been successfully applied to HAR tasks, unifying conveniently the feature extraction and classification [6] . These architectures extract hierarchically the basic and complex features of the human body movements and learn their temporal dependencies.
Motivated by the success of attribute representations for image classification [7] , human actions can be likewise represented by a collection of attributes. These attributes describe semantically and coarsely human actions, i.e., attributes like moving left foot and right foot, forward, and sequential can be taken as the "walking" action [8] . Common attributes represent a set of similar human actions. For example, "walking" and "running" could have the movement of the feet as common attributes. The usage of this representation is suitable for recognition tasks where the data is unbalanced or training and testing sets are disjoint, e.g., zero shot learning. As such collection of attributes in the context of multichannel time series-based HAR is not available, we propose learning an attribute representation for HAR using deep architectures.
The paper is structured as follows: section II will discuss the related work in the field of multichannel time series based HAR. In section III, attribute representations in images and sequences will be introduced. In section IV and section V, deep architectures and learning of attribute representations are described. Experiments on two datasets, the Opportunitygestures and locomotion datasets, and the Pamap2 datasets, will be presented in section VI and section VII. In the last section, conclusions will be drawn II. RELATED WORK Traditionally, HAR using multichannel time series from onbody sensors has been solved by using engineered features obtained by statistical processes in a sliding window manner. The mean, median, min, max and magnitude area are examples of statistical features. Classifiers, e.g., SVM, Random Forest, Dynamic Time Warping or Hidden Markov Models use these features for predicting action classes of windowed sequences [5] . These approaches work relatively well, when data is scarce and highly unbalanced. However, identifying relevant features is time consuming, leading to difficulty in scaling up activity recognition of complex high level behaviours [3] .
As deep neural networks have become the state-of-theart in different tasks, e.g., image classification [9] , image segmentation [10] , [11] , speech recognition and word spotting [12] , [13] , they haven been, recently, deployed in HAR in a sliding window framework [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] . Deep neural networks allow to learn the features and the classifier in an end-to-end manner directly from the raw data of multichannel time series. CNNs exploit the hierarchical composition of human movements, where complex activities are a combination of basic movements. The authors in [2] proposed an architecture with temporal-convolutions applied over all sensors simultaneously. Their architecture is composed of two or three temporal-convolution layers with ReLU activation functions followed by a downsampling (max-pooling), and a softmax classifier. The authors in [6] introduced a deeper network with four temporal-convolution layers over individual sensors followed by a fully-connected layer and a softmax classifier. The fully-connected layer finds correlations between different sensors. An architecture that combines temporalconvolutions and Long Short-Term Mermory (LSTM) units is presented by the authors in [3] . LSTMs are recurrent units with memory cells and a gating system that find long temporal dependencies in time-series problems without the limitations of exploiting or vanishing gradients during learning [3] , [14] . Their architecture is composed of four temporal-convolution layers with ReLU activation functions followed by two LSTM layers and a softmax classifier. While temporal-convolutions are applied to individual sensors de-noising and capturing local dependencies, the LSTM layers find temporal dependencies over all the pre-convolved sensor sequences.
The authors in [1] introduced a CNN based on IMUs for HAR in the context of the Order Picking process. The network has parallel convolutional blocks, one per IMUs' data. These blocks find intermediate representations of the IMUs' sequences, which are then concatenated by means of fullyconnected layers. This network becomes robust against IMU's faults and asynchronous data. The authors in [4] compared different architectures including CNNs, similar to [6] , and LSTMs. They used a three-layered LSTM and one-layered bi-directional LSTM (B-LSTM) configurations directly on the raw data from the time-series. The B-LSTM processes the input sequences following two directions (forward, and backward). This network shows the state-of-the-art performance.
III. ATTRIBUTE REPRESENTATION
Attributes provide high level semantic descriptions of objects, categories, and scenes in images [7] , [12] , [8] . For example, in object classification, attributes can be colour, shape, texture, or size of objects. In HAR, collection of verbs and objects have been used for representing human actions in images and videos [8] , [15] . Attribute representations have been used for zero-shot and transfer learning on different tasks like object recognition [7] and word spotting [12] , [13] . The advantage of using an attribute representation is that recognition tasks can be carried out without much annotations, or in cases where data are highly unbalanced, the quantity of samples is large, and the testing set contains unseen object classes at training [7] .
Consider for HAR a dataset with tuples ( 1 , 1 ), ..., ( , ) with = 1 , 2 , ..., being sample sequences from an arbitrary space and = 1 , 2 , .., their respective classes from a set of number of classes, the idea is to learn the function :
→ . Using an attribute representation , an additional mapping is introduced : → → , see Figure 1 . This additional mapping serves as an intermediate layer that allows sharing high-level concepts among classes, making full usage of the whole data. Classes with higher amount of samples can borrow attributes to lesser frequent classes. In the context of multichannel time-series based HAR, datasets are highly unbalanced, specially towards the "NULL" class. This class covers all the human actions that are not relevant for the task, sometimes involving more than 75% of the recorded data [3] . An attribute representation is beneficial for solving this case, where sequences of the "NULL" class provide good material for learning shared attributes that are contained in less frequent classes, see Figure 1 .
IV. ATTRIBUTE-BASED CNN ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, we proposed three attribute-based architectures based on the CNN, deepConvLSTM presented in [3] , [6] , and the CNN-IMU introduced in [1] . These architectures have in common temporal-convolution layers and fully-connected layers. The convolutional layers extract temporal local features providing and creating an abstract representation of the input sequence. The fully-connected units connect all the local features giving a global view of the input data. Specifically, the CNN architecture contains four temporal-convolution and two fully-connected layers with ReLU activation functions. The deepConvLSTM has also four temporal-convolution layers with ReLU activation functions, but it uses two LSTM layers instead of the fully-connected ones. The LSTMs capture the global temporal dynamics of the input data. The CNN-IMU network contains parallel temporal-convolution blocks, each with an additional fully-connected layer, see Figure 2 . These parallel branches process and merge input sequences from IMUs individually. [ , 1] and biases , connecting layers and , a temporalconvolution for each sensor is:
where is the activation function. The filters are shared among the sensors .
A max-pooling operation between layer and for a single channel reduces the size of a feature map finding the maximum among a set of values, and is given by:
A standard CNN for classification uses a softmax activation, see Equation 3 , which produces pseudo-probabilities per class ∈ . For training, the cross-entropy loss between the estimated probabilities , and the target label
However, the proposed network will compute an attribute representation of an input sequence, rather than classify it using a softmax function, being different from [3] and [1] . As the representation will contain multiple 0 and 1 for an attribute being present or not, the softmax function is replaced by a sigmoid activation function, see Equation 4, following the architecture described in [16] in the context of word spotting. The sigmoid activation function is applied to each element of the output layer. Its output corresponds to pseudo-probabilities for each attribute being present in the representation. Such a network must be trained using the binary-cross entropy loss given by.
where is the target attribute representation and˜is the CNN's output. Figure 2 shows the CNN-IMU architecture for attribute representation, called attrIMU-CNN. The other two networks (attrCNN and attrCNNLSTM) are simplifications of the first one. Both are a branch of the CNN-IMU, where their inputs are sequences including all the sensors from the IMUs. The attrdeepCNNLSTM contains LSTMs layers instead of fullyconnected ones.
V. LEARNING ATTRIBUTE REPRESENTATIONS
In the context of HAR using multichannel time-series signals and having introduced the attribute representation and the attribute-based deep networks, datasets do not possess annotated attribute representations. Their annotations are related with specific coarse actions, e.g., walk, jump, run. However, there is no annotation of small and granulate actions that could describe a coarse one. For example, for walking, a person should move first one foot and then the other in a coordinate way and speed, and for running these movements are faster. For standing, the person does not move any of its foot. One might think of discriminating walking, running and standing by the attributes moving or not moving, the left or right foot, and the speed. Nevertheless, these annotations do not exist. Besides, humans can not provide easily annotations by just observing the data, as for example they can on images or videos.
Considering the literature in random sub-space projection and random indexing for representing words, phrases and documents [17] , [18] , [19] , a set of different sequence segments could be projected to, or described by a random representation. This random representation should be adequate such that one can differentiate the actions. As this random space is spanned by unknown attributes, it might not be suitable. One needs to search for the best possible representation that will describe properly a set of sequence segments. An evolutionary algorithm can be used for performing this search, where attribute representations are seen as genotypes of the classes. By evaluating, selecting and mutating those genotypes, a proper representation of the classes can be learned. Algorithm 1 shows the evolutionary algorithm (EA) used for finding the best attribute representation of a certain dataset. The algorithm evaluates the fitness of an attribute representation by training and validating a deep network. The validation weighted 1 serves as the performance metric, in which case, first, the cosine distance between the computed˜and ∈ target attributes is estimated, finding class predictions. Second, the precision and recall of the predictions are used, see Equation 6 . The algorithm mutates, evaluates and selects the best attribute representation for a certain number of iterations starting from a random representation. A global mutation in is selected to change the attribute representation; that is, the attribute for = 1, ..., of a single target attribute representation flips with probability ∈ (0, 1). As shown in section VI, the datasets are highly unbalanced and the classification accuracy is not a convenient measurement for evaluating the performance of the networks. The weighted 1 considers the correct classification of each class equally, using the precision, recall and the proportion of a class in the dataset [3] .
Algorithm 1 Evolutionary algorithm
where, is the number of samples for each class ∈ , and is the total number of samples in the dataset. The evolution is performed for a fix number of iterations in which a single attribute generation is used for training a network. The network is trained from scratch within each iteration, i.e., weights from previous generations are not used. The performance on the validation set is taken as the generation's fitness. The best generation or learned attribute set is used for a final training and deploying on a testing set.
VI. DATASETS
An evaluation of the proposed approach is carried out for HAR on the datasets: Opportunity [20] , and Pamap2 [21] . In general, the performance of three CNNs using a learned attribute representations is evaluated. First, A proper attribute representation for each dataset and the networks is found by means of the evolutionary algorithm, see section V. Second, Using this learned representation, a final training of the networks is done.
A. Opportunity
The Opportunity dataset [22] , [20] contains recordings of four participants carrying out activities of daily living (ADL). Seven IMUs, placed on both wrists, upper arms, shoes, and back, provide recordings of 113 sensors. Each participant executed five sessions of ADLs. There were no restrictions on performing the activities. In addition, participants carried out a drill session with a predefined sorted set of 17 activities. The dataset contains two different label annotations: Gestures with = 18 classes and Locomotion with = 5 classes. Therefore, one obtains two different classification tasks. The gestures task has, for example, activities like open and closing doors or drawers, and drinking coffee, and the locomotion has activities related with motion like walking, standing, and sitting. Following [3] , [20] , sessions ADL3 of participants 2 and 3 are used as validation set, and sessions ADL4 and ADL5 of participants 2 and 3 as testing set. The recording's sample rate is 30 . A sliding window of 720ms or = 24 and a step size of 360ms or = 12 (50% overlapping as [3] ) are used for segmenting the sequences.
B. Pamap2
The Pamap2 dataset [21] contains recordings from 9 participants carrying out 12 activities, e.g., walking, standing, cycling. Three IMUs (on the hand, chest and ankle) and a HRmonitor provide recordings of 40 sensors, e.g., accelerometers, gyroscope, magnetometer, temperature and heart rate. Recordings from participants 5 and 6 are used as validation and testing sets respectively. Following [4] , IMUs recordings are downsampled to 30 . A sliding window of 3s or = 100 and step size of 660 or = 22 (78% overlapping as in [4] , [21] ) are used for segmenting the sequences. The window size is smaller than the one in [4] for generating a larger number of segments.
C. Preprocessing
As suggested in [3] , [1] , input sequences were normalized per sensor to the range [0, 1]. Moreover, a Gaussian noise of = 0 and = 0.01 is added, simulating sensors' inaccuracies.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
The algorithm 1 finds an attribute representation suitable for each dataset, by iteratively training and validating the three architectures using attribute configurations, which mutate starting from random. Different numbers of attributes ∈ for representing a class are proposed depending on the number of total classes per dataset. Based on training and validating the architectures on random attributes for different , we set = [10, 32, 24] number of attributes for the Opportunity-Locomotion, -Gestures datasets, and Pamap2 dataset. Depending on the dataset and network, the following configurations have been employed. The parameters are updated by minimizing the binary-cross entropy, see Equation 5, using batch gradient descent with RMSProp update rule [3] . We used a learning rate of 0.0001, RMS decay of 0.9, and 10 0 10 0.7 10 1 10 1.7 10 2 10 2. 3 Fig. 3: Weighted 1[%] of the attributes evolution for the three attrCNNs on the three datasets.
batch size of 100 for Gestures and Locomotion and of 50 for Pamap2. In addition, we used Dropout on the feature-maps inputs of the first, and second fully-connected layers. Networks are trained from scratch for a fixed number of epochs, see Table I , in each EA-iteration. A nearest neighbour approach was used for predicting the class by measuring the cosine distance from the attribute vectors˜to the set ∈ . We used the validation weighted 1 as the fitness metric. Figure 3 shows the weighted F1 evolution for the three networks on the three validation datasets. The weighted 1 on the Pamap2 presents the biggest improvements of 72.65%, 2.51%, 11.42% using the attrCNN, attrCNN-IMU, and at-trdeepCNNLSTM between the first and the last attribute generation in = [426, 75, 249] iterations respectively. The weighted 1 on the Gestures and Locomotion shows average improvements of 1.39% and 2.39% respectively. It is noticeable that mostly the performance of the networks present a relative good performance despite the randomness of the initial attribute generations. This could be explained as the Gestures and Locomotion datasets are strongly unbalanced towards the NULL class, and they predict correctly sequence segments with that label. However, as the attributes evolve, the correct predictions increase, showing the potential of the attribute search. Moreover, common attributes among classes are found, which helps sharing strength between the more and the less frequent classes. In addition, there is a substantial dimensionality reduction. Table II shows the learned attribute representation for at-trCNN on the Opportunity dataset with Locomotion labels after 1140 iterations. Analyzing the attribute sharing among action classes, there is a sort of semantic relation. For example, the "Stand" class shares 4 and 5 attributes with classes "Sit" and "Lie". These three action classes have lesser sharing with "Walk" class with 3 and 2 shared attributes. One advantage of this attribute sharing is that the "Null" class attributes become a source for learning attributes shared with infrequent classes. There is not a specific definition of each attribute, but the sort of basic movements or states in each action class keeps certain relation. One uses these relations for learning a better representation of the actions. Observing the attributes found using the attrCNN-IMU on the same dataset, the classes "Stand" and "Walk" shared more attributes than with the class "Sit". These examples show that the learned attribute representation depicts a certain logic, but it changes with respect to the networks. The learned attribute representation for Gesture dataset using the three networks show multiple relations. As the dataset contains mostly opening and closing of doors, fridges, dishwashers, and drawers, the attributes are mixed. These labels also explains in part the good performance of the initial random representation utilizing the three networks on this dataset. However, after the attribute evolution, classes involving only closing or only opening movements display a strong attribute sharing with 20 − 22 common attributes.
For the Pamap2 dataset, the learned attribute representation for the networks presents different relations. This dataset has different activities, including moving and static ones, but without the "Null" class. The classes are more diverse, having more marked action classes. So, the shared attribute are also more diverse, e.g., it keeps relations among classes "rope jumping", "lying", "cycling", "ironing".
A. Final training
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the networks using the learned attribute representations on the testing sets. We have trained the three attrCNNs on the training and validation sets using the learned attribute representations. Similar settings on learning rates, momentum, and updating rule from the evolution are used. However, the number of epochs is increased. In addition, random attributes were used for training and testing the attrCNNs for = 100. In that case, we report the average of their weighted 1[%] performances. Table III presents the testing weighted 1. of the three attrCNNs on the testing sets using the evolved and random attribute representations. In addition, it shows a comparison with the state-of-the-art networks. Results marked with '*' were obtained following the networks and configurations of the original publications.
Architecture
Pamap2 Locomotion Gestures CNN [3] 87.37* 87.8 85.1 deepCNNLSTM [3] 87.63* 89.5 91.5 CNN [4] 87. It is noticeable the comparable performance of these representations. Deep networks are capable of learning features and classify input segments when the targets are represented by a set of attributes either random or learned. The attrCNN's and the attrCNN-IMU's performances using the learned attributes are higher in comparison with the random ones. These results demonstrate that the attributes found by means of the evolutionary algorithm on the validation set keep a relation with action classes, and represent better the input sequences. Moreover, these performances also show that the networks benefit from the shared attributes, using information from the most frequent actions reducing the effects of the unbalanced problem. The attrCNN and the attrCNN-IMU using the learned attributes show better performance with respect to similar architectures with action labels as targets from [3] , [1] . The attrdeepCNNLSTMs do not benefit greatly in comparison with the deepCNNLSTM; however, their performances are comparable.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new application of attribute representations for solving human activity recognition from multichannel time-series signals acquired from on-body sensors. Considering that human-labeled attributes annotations for HAR are not existing, we proposed a method for learning attributes that better represent the time-series signals, starting from a random representation. Three deep architectures for mapping input sequences into a set of attributes for recognition are introduced. We show empirically that these networks using either random or learned attributes, in general, present a comparable or even better performance contrasting with similar networks that predict classes directly.
